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full.

Today in luxury:

Prada's turnaround lags, but Bertelli stays defiant

The timing of Prada's turnaround has become a guessing game, reports Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article

These people fled Irma on a luxury cruise with unlimited booze and food

More than 4,000 passengers fled from Hurricane Irma aboard a cruise ship appropriately called Escape, according
to The New York Post.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Post

China's luxury car brand continues to fight for market share

A massive investment in research and design has apparently failed to reverse the fortunes of Chinese luxury car
brand, Hongqi, local media reported, says South China Morning Post.

Click here to read the entire article on South China Morning Post

Oscar de la Renta's new designers have a Hillary Clinton story to share
In the latest installment of our video series that goes inside the private working worlds of designers, Fernando
Garcia and Laura Kim, co-creative directors of Oscar de la Renta, talk about taking over the corner office, their
arguments over waists, and how Hillary Clinton helped them at an emotional time. And that's what didn't make it on
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screen. This interview has been edited and condensed, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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